WHISTLING IN THE DARK
You whistle in the dark to courageously confront
an imaginary incertitude. The sound is extending,
resonating out of your body while you try and
overcome your doubts in the hope that it will
turn out well. However, instead of finding shelter,
you are exposed in a maze. You might approach
a

situation

with

limited

understanding

or

no

awareness of its potential results. You talk about
matters although lacking sufficient knowledge of
them. What will happen if we decide to face the
figments of this uncertainty? The uncertainty of
knowing what is real...
Moving through time and space, on a continuous
quest... artists from other parts of the world
come to reside and work here in Beirut for a couple
of months or even years... also those artists born
and raised in Lebanon... or those who after years
return to the country of their origin. What are
their linking forces? Whistling in the Dark opens
up a dialogue between some of them and seeks new
points of entry to their works.
The

exhibited

artists

investigate

and

raise

questions concerning history and reality. In this
quest, the medium of recording in all its varieties
becomes an indispensable asset. Recordings are
traces. A sound piece, a videotape and a drawing
convey an image of truth. Is a stone also a
container of traces, of time and history?
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Avakian’s works evolve around notions and related questions
of scale, hyperreality, simulacra, media, action movies, the
boundary between real and fiction, and how to access erased (Lebanese)
history. He is fascinated by (the) synthetic (material), drawing
a parallel to products we hold in our hands from so-called natural
material, which are in fact equally constructed and processed
by us. His often humorous work emanates from his fascination
with historical figures. Tropes of the heroic and the bastardized
recur throughout

Avakian’s oeuvre, appearing unexpectedly and in

various guises. “The slippage between things, the lingering gaps
between the on and off button, the confusion between the familiar
and the alien mark out Avakian’s playground of possibilities.
Meticulous in his choice of medium, he invites audiences to engage
with the material glitches we normally overlook...
It is the inadequacies of a particular technology, the break of
flow between speech and silence, the intertwining of public and
private, of image and noise, and of the mundane of pop culture and
the gravitas of history that interest him” (Nat Muller).

Volume I: Arabic Home Interiors
(2009-12)

the artist’s trawl through cyberspace
serves us with a precisely edited nonexhaustive compendium of arabic amateur adult movies.
these intimate and private spaces are
presented bare and in expectation, as
all human activity has been edited out,
leaving only shots of the house and the
details that define it.
mutually dependent dichotomies such as
expectation and fulfilment, the hidden
and the visible, the intimate and the
banal are brought to head in this taut
structural piece (hasan khan).
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Daniel Barroca is interested in how “the
invisible layers (forces) of reality at some point
can emerge and shape our reality”. He is asking
whether cancellation (and erasing) can underline
the value of memory and things in themselves. With
a frequent use of quotation and negation at the
same time, that puts under discussion our present
times too, he investigates history and reality.
The way we perceive the different layers of an
object – as well as of a phenomenon – changes in
relation to the context and the media through
which we are receiving the information.

Notes on the vibration
of the nervous system
(2013/14)

beirut, i can see the exposed
nervous system of the city pulsing
every day. the energy flows through
the city’s body in ways that can’t
be rationally understood but that
can somehow be followed underneath
its skin.
from the first moment it is important to embody the city’s logic,to
attune body and soul to it, to integrate yourself with it.
my nervous system is increasingly under the influence of
that of the city’s as i slowly metabolize it.
the map that i draw, mentally, as i move through the urban
geography gets inscribes in my brain. i walk again and again
through the same confusing streets;
i get systematically confronted with the same, sometimes
familiar and yet incomprehensible, reality of the city.
i draw and redraw the same map in my mind everyday.
in beirut the shadows confuse me in the night, they play
games on my eyes. they tell me that there is no right place
to be. i see things in front of me that belong somewhere
else.
in lisbon the shadows are different, they hold
a disturbing thick lonely emptiness, yet, somehow they are
stable, even frozen.
the drawings presented here were made under the influence
of these two places, beirut and lisbon.
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Maeve Brennan’s work explores sites, figures and objects that condense something of their
social, historical and political context.
Drawn to politically charged spaces of industry,
production and conflict, Brennan adopts an investigative approach, allowing intimate encounters and
personal narrative to inform her research.
Using the tension between the personal and the
political, she produces a form of evidence bound
up in subjectivity.

Core Sample
(2012)

in her practice, brennan starts out from research projects, like an investigative
journalist. in the work on display, brennan was fascinated by geology and its sense
of discovery, similar to an artist’s approach to the production of work. what started
as a research into the oil-bearing rocks of beaches in dorset, england, evolved into
the uncovering of the work of geologist vic colter, who never received any credit for
the discovery of the major oil field at wytch farm in dorset as thatcher’s government
immediately privatized it. as the scientist did not allow any recordings of brennan’s
encounters with him at his private house, filled with 2000 million-year-old fossils
and rocks in the midst of a meticulously furnished modernist interior, she developed
a work that gave a sense of these encounters. in the video that is reflected upon car
oil, we see a zoom in and out of a million-year-old core sample presented to her at
the geologist’s home. the video screened on the window shows a rock, almost oil, lit
on fire; burning, it reveals what it is made of, namely condensed matter. these bits
of material encompass the whole of history: rock as the container of history and the
physicalization of time. in her practice, brennan seeks a material understanding of
the world and history.
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A level or point at which something
would happen, would cease to happen,
or would take effect, become true,
etc
ˈθrɛʃˌhəʊld
Impara l’arte e mettila da parte
The forbidden fruit tastes
the sweetest
(2014)

this is a site specific intervention especially conceived
for the workshop gallery. a handmade anti-climb glasses’
row is installed on top of the exhibition space’s wall. the
wall means to define an ‘elsewhere’, to ‘separate’ art and
reality. or to protect art? or to protect reality?
the work dialogues with the conventions of art’s display.
also, it confounds the notions of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’,
questioning the position of the artists vis-à-vis the
semantics of space and the private-public controversial
liaison.
the four titles of the work are placed in different spots
around the workshop, gallery, entrance/exit, offices.
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Constellations
(2012)

all music is composed by history,by politics and economy.
encoded within the sound are prophetic algorithms compressing
the past / the now / tomorrow. often wrapped in synthetic
and virtual - bits of plastic and digital - the materiality
of sound is equally as revealing as the sounds themselves.
these photographs project diagrams charting these equation,
constellations mapping our future.
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